Major Bank Saves 94% on E-Discovery Review Costs

Insight Predict’s Continuous Active Learning workflow puts attorney eyes on every document produced, yet requires review of only 6.4% of the total population.

Bank sues over lost millions

But borrower went bankrupt, so bank’s lawsuit targets conspiracy

Claims accounting FRAUD by borrower

Client turns to Insight Predict

Production Request
Bank must review 2.1 million documents—no time or money to waste

Almost immediately relevant docs are pushed to the front for review

Contextual diversity searches all docs to find new clues—team also uses keywords to further improve training and get better results

Predict finds documents needed & saves team from reviewing 1.97 million docs

Senior attorneys manually QC sample docs

Predict uses these docs as initial seeds for ranking

Found and reviewed 98% of relevant docs after reviewing just 6.4% of the total population

Only docs that mattered

50,000 RELEVANT DOCS From Previous Review

DISCOVERY TIME

FINISH

READ FULL CASE STUDY
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